Visiting Marsico Scholar

Dr. Edward Dunlea
National Academy of Sciences
Senior Program Officer
Board on Atmospheric Science & Climate

April 13 – 15, 2015

Monday, April 13 12:00 PM: Student seminar/workshop (Driscoll 135)
“Alternative Careers in Science” (pizza lunch provided / RSVP)

Tuesday, April 14 4:00 PM: Public Seminar and Reception (Olin 205)
“Recent Reports in Climate Science from the Nat. Academy of Sciences”

Wednesday, April 15 12:00 PM: Student workshop (AAC 290, Special Events Rm)
“Writing Better Grant Proposals” (pizza lunch provided / RSVP)

The first of two lunchtime seminars will help students who are thinking about their next steps after DU, and the second will be relevant for upper division undergraduate and graduate students interested in finding success with upcoming grant and fellowship proposals. Dr. Dunlea will also be available to discuss with students about his interests and experience.

Students, faculty, and staff of all disciplines on campus welcome!
Please save the date and share with interested colleagues and students.

RSVP (for pizza count): cheminfo@DU.edu
Interest in lunch/dinner/meetings with Dr. Dunlea: Alex.Huffman@DU.edu, x1-4404

Brief Bio: Dr. Edward Dunlea is a senior program officer from The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in Washington, DC. Dr. Dunlea has worked in the labs of several world-renown scientists, including Noble laureate Prof. Mario Molina, was a grant program manager at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and is now a senior program officer at the NAS, which advises the country and government about important scientific topics. He has led recent reports on timely topics in environmental science such as: Geoengineering in Response to Climate Change, Abrupt Climate Change, Antarctic Science, and Global Climate Modeling.